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Tired of All the Time It Takes You to Post to Your Blog? Discover the Amazing New Software Program

That Automates the Entire Process! Dear friend, One of the biggest problems facing bloggers today is

finding the time to regularly post to their blogs. In fact, this is probably the main reason people give up

blogging all together. They simply grow tired of having to slog through the entire time-wasting,

blog-posting process time after time after time. But it doesnt have to be that way not any longer thanks to

a new software program that automates the entire process and makes posting to a blog as easy as

clicking a mouse! IF You Have Abandoned Your Blog or Are Considering Abandoning It Because of the

Time it Takes To Update it ... Blog AutoPoster is for You! If you have grown tired of manually posting to

your blog, you should know two things: 1) You are not alone 2) And youve definitely come to the right

place! One of the first things most bloggers realize is that keeping their blogs fresh with new content can

be quite a chore. But imagine for a moment that you had a loyal assistant, a helper whos sole job was to

make sure that your blogs were regularly updated. In fact, this assistant was so loyal that he or she

always updates your blogs at precisely the times you indicate. Imagine how having an assistant like that

could free you up to concentrate on other important matters like growing your business. Imagine how

much less stress and frustration you would feel as a result of having that assistant. Well, Now You Can

Stop Imagining Because the Blog AutoPoster Software Program is That Assistant! Get Blog AutoPoster

and you will be able to sit back and relax, knowing that your blog is constantly being updated with fresh

new content. Here are more features and benefits of having this program in your business arsenal: -

Enables you to post to a blog automatically by using a fully controlled admin panel that includes such

features as add/edit category, articles, email settings, Google and top/bottom post setting! - Allows you to

quickly and easily add/edit/delete categories and articles! - Facilitates adding a large number of articles

stored in a text file all at one time! - Provides you with a way to easily search/sort categories and articles!

Contains an Email Settings section that helps you store emails for sending blogs to blogger, LiveJournal,

MovabalType, MSNSpaces and TypePad while also helping you store settings for WordPress! Through
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its Post Settings feature, allows you to specify blog post settings: - On a particular date - After specific

interval, such as after every two hours/days/months - After every specific interval from today - On a

particular date after every specific hour/minute/second Boasts customized top/bottom settings that can be

specified for a particular post! - Contains Google AdSense Code that can also be added as top/bottom

settings. - Gives the status of the post such as whether the posting is completed/not completed/started

through its Managing Post Settings feature! - Exports to a text file articles posted on a particular date or

on a particular blogger! - And much, much more! Blog AutoPoster Makes Earning Money With Blogs

Easier Than Its Ever Been Before! Whats not to love about blogs? - They are easy to drive traffic to -

They can be free to create - They can be set up in a just few minutes - They can be great profit

generators thanks to Google AdSense or other Pay Per Click programs - The key to making money with

blogs, as sooner or later every blogger finds out, is updating them regularly. Visitors crave fresh

information fail to provide it to them and they may grow frustrated and never return to your site. However,

provide it to them through regular blog updates and chances are good that they will visit often and click on

your links frequently as well, driving extra business to your shopping cart! Blog AutoPoster makes it easy

for you to give your readers what they want most regular updates. Use it and watch your traffic and profits

explode! Regular Blog Posts Will Also Increase Your Search Engine Rankings! Just like visitors, search

engines also crave fresh content, so the more frequently you update your blog, the more frequently the

search engine spiders will visit you. You see, when a spider notices that you post new content regularly, it

will schedule your site for more frequent updates or visits. And any links placed on your blog will be

spidered quickly as well! So What Are You Waiting For? Get the Tool That Will Help Explode Your Blog

Earnings! Download Blog AutoPoster Now! Let me ask you: How much would you expect to pay for a tool

that could save you time and help you grow your business? Certainly, in todays competitive marketplace,

even $200 would not be unreasonable but relax you wont have to pay near that much for Blog

AutoPoster. In fact, right now, for a limited time, you can take advantage of a special promotional offer

and receive Blog AutoPoster for just $97 thats a full $50 off the regular price of $147! Let me ask you

another question: If you had to hire someone to stay on top of your blogs and make sure that they are

updated regularly, how much would it cost you per week? $100? $200? More? Well, now you can get the

assistant of your dreams for a fraction of that cost. Youll get an assistant who will do exactly what you say

exactly when you say to do it. This is your chance to get yourself a permanent assistant who tirelessly



makes sure your blogs are updated while never taking a break, never missing a deadline and never

asking for a raise. All for just $97! Dont miss this exciting offer. Order today! This is a Special Limited

Time Offer! So go ahead and download your own copy of Blog AutoPoster right now for only $97. Thats

an instant $50 discount. And this is one-time payment NO annual or monthly fees! Also, with my

immediate download feature you can have Blog AutoPoster up and running in just minutes from now!

With My Unconditional 100 Money-Back Guarantee, Youve Got Absolutely Nothing to Lose! I am so sure

that you will love Blog AutoPoster that I am offering an unconditional 100 money-back guarantee. If you

are not completely satisfied with your purchase, simply notify me within 90 days and I will refund your

money, in full, with absolutely no questions asked! Thats THREE FULL MONTHS to put this program to

the test! I dont think I can be any fairer than that. Either save time and start updating your blog more

frequently or get your purchase price back! You really do have nothing to lose! Plus, dont forget, if you

order Blog AutoPoster, you can take advantage of my immediate download feature to begin using and

benefiting from it in just minutes from now! Get Blog AutoPoster & Put Yourself on the Fast Track to

Online Business Success! To Your Success. P.S Remember my special introductory offer wont last long.

Receive Blog AutoPoster for just $97 before it is too late! P.P.S Also remember, that you are making this

purchase at absolutely no risk. So grab this special price while you can! If Blog AutoPoster isnt everything

you were expecting, simply notify me within 90 days and I will refund your money immediately.
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